
Bring History into the Kitchen Lesson Plan (Preschool - Kindergarten) 

 
 

Tomato Catsup 
 
Objectives: 

• Introduce students to the history of tomato ketchup. 

• Identify tastes and ingredients. Associate a flavor with a particular ingredient 
(tomatoes).  

 
Goals: 

• Students recognize the short history of tomato ketchup. 

• Students identify tomatoes as a key ingredient in ketchup. 

• Everyone enjoys preparing and eating a meal together. 
 
Recipe: 
 
Ingredients 
 
15 oz tomato sauce 
1/8 teaspoon salt 

1/8 cup onion, diced 
pepper & mace, to taste  

 
Method 
 
1. Combine the tomato sauce and onion in a food processor or blender. Blend until the onion is 
fully incorporated into the tomato sauce and no chunks remain. 
2. Combine the tomato sauce with the salt, pepper, and mace in a sauce pan. I recommend 1-2 
grinds of pepper and the smallest pinch of mace (or other spice, see note on substitutions), 
approximately enough to just cover the bottom of a 1/8 teaspoon measuring spoon. 
3. Simmer over medium-low heat, stirring often, until the mixture thickens. About 20-30 
minutes.  
4. Cool and serve. Refrigerate any leftovers.  
 
Serving suggestion: Although much more savory than your favorite brand of ketchup, 
Randolph’s Tomato Catsup may be substituted for present-day ketchup as a dip or topping. Try 
it with chicken nuggets! 
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Note on Substitutions: Although a common spice in Randolph’s day, few home cooks regularly 
use mace (a spicier product of the nutmeg tree) today. In this recipe, cinnamon with an extra 
grind of pepper may be substituted for the mace.  
 
Yield: ~8 oz 
 
Questions & Discussion: 
 
Cooking the catsup should provide some time to chat with your kitchen helpers. Here are a few 
ideas to guide your discussion: 
 
Before you gather the ingredients for the catsup, ask your kids what ingredients they think are 
in ketchup. If someone had never tasted ketchup before (the horror), how would they describe 
the flavor? 
 
Catsup or ketchup (the names are interchangeable) originated from Europeans attempts to 
replicate a Chinese sauce made from fermented soybeans. Early ketchups were made from 
anchovies, walnuts, mushrooms, oysters, beans, and apples! If you have some on hand, allow 
your kids to smell or taste soy sauce. How does this flavor compare to ketchup? 
 
While the catsup thickens (this takes about 20-30 minutes), invite your kids to color in the 
ketchup bottle on the next page. What color do they think Randolph’s Tomato Catsup will be? 
 
Taste Test: 
 
Serve the catsup with your regular brand of ketchup. Ask your kids to taste both. Did the 
tomato catsup taste like they thought it would? How does it compare to their usual ketchup? If 
your kids are engaged in thinking about the history of ketchup, this post on The Virginia 
Housewife Project provides more reading material.  
 
 
 

https://virginiahousewifeproject.com/
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